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2. Would you
What suggestions
attend the Online can you make for
Program by NMRT
improving this
again?
online forum?

4. What is one
question you still
have about
networking?

5. What is one
change you would
suggest be made
to this session?

Suggestions for
improving this
online forum

1. Are you
attending the 2012
ALA Annual
meeting in
2. How helpful was Anaheim, CA in
this session?
person?
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Yes
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Yes
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Maybe
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Yes
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Yes
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3. What is one
thing you learning
from this
networking
session?

Yes

Follow up is just as
important as
beginning a
conversation with
someone when
networking. If you
don't follow up,
nothing comes of
the new
relationship.
I definitely better
understand the
importance and
vitality of following
up with meetings
and continuing
discourse with
colleagues/people
I am able to meet
within the
profession.

N/A
N/A
How often should I
be officially
networking? I
realize the
importance for my
career, but I also
want to be aware
of limits of
networking and
next steps for
applicability in my
career.

to send Thank You
after meeting
someone
That I need to do
more!

How to get started
with Twitter

Tips for introverts
in the profession.
More great ways to
connect!
I loved Pat's
suggestions about
how to work with
HR officers, and
on how to
determine future
avenues for your
career. Ned's
advice on using
Twitter was also
very nice. (I know,
that's three things.)
Everyone was
fabulous.

Very helpful

Yes

Very helpful
Helpful
Helpful

No
No
Yes

Very helpful

Yes

Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Helpful

No
No
Yes
No

Very helpful

No

n/a

Very helpful

No

JP is a card, but
his section would
benefit from a bit
more prep.

Very helpful

Yes

How to find
networking
oppritunities when
traveling is a
issue?
n/a
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Are you attending
the 2012 ALA
Annual meeting in
Anaheim, CA in
person?

2. Would you
What suggestions
attend the Online can you make for
Program by NMRT
improving this
again?
online forum?

3. What is one
thing you learning
from this
networking
session?

4. What is one
question you still
have about
networking?

Yes

Yes

The importance of
networking and
that networking
can be done
informally.

Yes

Networking works
two ways - it's give
and take.
Some good
reminders:
remember to write
notes on back of
cards, try to keep
Twitter more
library-related if I
want to use it for
library networking.
New ideas: making
connections now
will help with
things you haven't
even thought of yet
down the line.

Yes

I hadn't realized
that #libchat
actually had a
designated time. I'll
probably show up
now that I know
that!

Yes

5. What is one
change you would
suggest be made
to this session?
Moderating the
question and
answer at the end
could be improved.
Some questions
didn't get
answered, some
only got answered
in chat, and it
wasn't clear who
was supposed to
be asking the
questions of the
speakers.

How to remain
connected with
everyone in
network.
Sometimes
networks can feel
too big.

No lingering
questions really,
just need to get
cracking.

Happy with
content.

Sending a list of
participants Twitter
names/emails so
we can all connect
easily with others,
since we're all
looking to expand
our networks
anyhow.
The discussion got
cut off a little early
after the session
ended. I wish a
designated
conversation
space had been
set up and
designated for
continued
discussion.

Suggestions for
improving this
online forum

1. Are you
attending the 2012
ALA Annual
meeting in
2. How helpful was Anaheim, CA in
this session?
person?

Helpful

No

Very helpful

No

Very helpful

Yes

Very helpful

Yes

Very helpful

Yes
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Are you attending
the 2012 ALA
Annual meeting in
Anaheim, CA in
person?

3. What is one
2. Would you
What suggestions thing you learning
attend the Online can you make for
from this
Program by NMRT
improving this
networking
again?
online forum?
session?
That everyone
finds it a little
uncomfortable and
overwhelming,
which is
comforting. The
advice about how
to get started and
where to go, little
tips for actually
doing the work of
net working. It
very much
answered many of
the questions I
have been thinking
of lately and eased
some of my
Yes
concerns.

6/7/2012 13:05:40

Yes

6/7/2012 13:06:02

Yes

No new content,
but I was
encouraged about
continuing with
more positive
networking.
The most
important places to
network are
conferences,
unconferences,
alumni and vendor
events.

Yes

Cold calls/emails
are ok - I've always
shied away from
doing this because
I didn't want to
bother people, but
all the presenters
encouraged it and
it sounds like
people are
generally open to
it.

6/7/2012 13:07:05

4. What is one
question you still
have about
networking?

None right now!

5. What is one
change you would
suggest be made
to this session?

It was excellent,
thank you very
much!
Although 1 hour is
the standard time,
I wonder if it's
possible to make it
1:15 (1 hour for
intro & presenting
and 15 min. for
Q&A)instead. I
really liked having
the many
voices/presenters
to help make the
program engaging.
The change in
voices and visuals
and styles was
great for an online
program. Thanks.

Not sure I have
any at the
moment.
Will the slides from
the session be
available online for
us to peruse? I
None that I can
arrived about
think of. What I
halfway through
saw was excellent.
the webinar.
Thanks!
How to give back
as a new
librarian/student/unemployed
librarian when you
aren't in a position
to offer a lot of
I did get bumped
help to colleagues out of the session
yourself. I realize right at the end,
that networking is when I hadn't had
a two-way street, a chance to fully
but sometimes I
read the answers
worry I'm doing too in the chat window.
much taking and
Maybe let people
not enough giving. stay in the session
I do volunteer and after the official
participate in
program ends to at
committees, but
least give them
somehow I'm not time to copy/paste
sure if that's
and read at their
enough.
leisure?

Suggestions for
improving this
online forum

1. Are you
attending the 2012
ALA Annual
meeting in
2. How helpful was Anaheim, CA in
this session?
person?

Very helpful

No

Helpful

No

Very helpful

Yes

Very helpful

Yes
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Are you attending
the 2012 ALA
Annual meeting in
Anaheim, CA in
person?

3. What is one
2. Would you
What suggestions thing you learning
attend the Online can you make for
from this
Program by NMRT
improving this
networking
again?
online forum?
session?
Look at job ads
and see what job
ads are most
appealing to you to
determine your
Yes
next step.
Yes
That it is
acceptable to coldcontact people
with jobs you
aspire to have, and
that it is OK to
discuss with your
HR rep the
possibilities of
exploring other
Yes
jobs elsewhere.
Great tips for
introductions, like
the elevator
speech intro. The
idea that I don't
have to be the
networking queen
and a sort of major
player to network
Yes
effectively.

Yes

Not to be so
intimidated by the
idea of walking up
to people and
introducing myself.
I'm definitely
someone who falls
into the shy rather
than introvert
category.

4. What is one
question you still
have about
networking?

5. What is one
change you would
suggest be made
to this session?
The program was
great! Get the
word out to more
librarians and
library students.

How to find the
time to do it.

Longer/more time
for questions
would have been
great. I felt like this
could be a really
extended
conversation.
This isn't so much
of a question as a
comment for
myself. I need to
figure out the best
way to leverage
the friends and
contacts I have
from my old job
and use them to
my advantage as I
pursue my MLIS
and job
opportunities.
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